SkillsUSA is a partnership of students, teachers and industry working together to ensure America has a skilled workforce. SkillsUSA helps each student excel.

SkillsUSA is a national nonprofit organization serving teachers and high school and college students who are preparing for careers in trade, technical and skilled service occupations, including health occupations. It was formerly known as VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of America).
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TREVOR DUDING...4TH INTERVIEW

COURTNEY SONGER & MIRAND DEHART... 2ND OCCUPATIONAL HANDBOOK
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Nationals BOUND!!!

TOM HART...1ST TECHNICAL DRAFTING
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FALLON KLECAK....1ST FANTASY MANIKIN
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JARED LAWSON...1ST CURRENT EVENTS

CASEY LUCAS....4TH PRECISION MACHNING
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Nationals BOUND!!!

CHELSEA BARNETT...1ST PROMOTIONAL BULLETIN BOARD